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Why Ancient Leaders?  
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1. Cyrus The Great: Tolerance & 

Inclusion. 

 

2. Xenophon: Building Consensus & 
Finding Direction. 

 

3. Alexander The Great: The Price of 
Arrogance. 
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4. Hannibal: Innovation. 

 

5. Julius Caesar: Ego & Ambition. 

 

6. Augustus: Stability & Moderation. 



Cyrus The Great 

590 BC-529 BC 

Xenophon 

430 BC 

Alexander The Great 

356 BC -323 BC 

Hannibal 

248 BC -183 BC 

Julius Caesar 

100 BC – 44 BC 

Augustus 

63 BC – 14 AD 



Beyond The Global Financial Crisis- 
A Severe Leadership Crisis 

• Reflecting on the roots of the financial crisis we 
come across the mutating definitions of Ethics, 
Ambition, Innovation, Expansion, Integration, 
Profit and Wealth. 

• Those leaders of today seems to have lost sense 
of what is their goal. 

• Success is relative. It is to be measured against a 
benchmark . What are our benchmarks today? 
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Why Go Back to History? 

• To remain ignorant of things that happened 
before you were born is to remain a child. 

                  CICERO 

• Those who cannot remember the past are 
condemned to repeat it. 

              GEORGE SANTAYANA, The Life of Reason

       
• What experience and history teach is this—that 

people and governments never have learned 
anything from history or acted on the principles 
deduced from it. 

                G.W.F HEGEL, Philosophy of History 
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Why Those and Not Other 
Historic Or Religious Leaders? 
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1. Cyrus The Great 

Well known for his “Charter 
of Human Rights” or “The 
Cyrus Cylinder”. 
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Cyrus The Great 

• Born: 590–580 BC in Media, or Persis (now in Iran). 
• Died:  529 BC. 
• Conqueror, founded the Achaemenian Empire, 

centered on Persia and comprising the Near East from 
the Aegean Sea eastward to the Indus River (today’s 
Tibetan Plateau to Karachi in Pakistan) 

• He is remembered as a tolerant and ideal monarch 
who was called the father of his people by the ancient 
Persians. 

• In the Bible he is the liberator of the Jews who were 
captive in Babylonia. 
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Cyrus The Great: Tolerance & Inclusion.  

 • Ability to Transform 
Vision into Action. 

• Methodical expansion, 
holding the empire 
together. 

• Forward looking, struck 
the right balance between 
centralized and local 
control. 

• Uniting acquisitions as 
an effective mean of 
administration. 
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Cyrus Seal: Approved 

   Warren Buffet like Cyrus,  
employed homespun wisdom to 
make  a point.  Buffet’s  rule  
“being fearful when others are 
greedy and greedy when others 
are fearful”. 

John Chambers, CEO of 
Cisco, would get Cyrus’s seal 
of approval on “inclusion” 
policy. 
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A Cyrus Parallel 

Rupert Murdoch is Cyrus parallel to methodical 
expansion. Started with a daily newspaper to end 
with a media colossus as impressive in size and 
influence as the Persian Empire built by Cyrus. 
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Babylonian Walls…Not for Long! 

 From 1964 - 1973 the CEO of Goodyear, Russ 
DeYiung, acted like Babylonians thinking his 
walls are impregnable until ‘Radial Tires’ took 
him down like Cyrus took Babylon. 
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 Overconfidence in the “Babylonian Walls” cost 
the Babylonian people their city.  



Cyrus = Construction & Respect 
 What made Cyrus unique is that, in general, he 

replaced destruction with construction and 
slavery with freedom. Overall, he showed respect 
for the cultures of those he conquered. 

• Procter & Gamble used the same 
successful approach by keeping 
key people in acquired companies.  
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Integration after Acquisitions 

 
 No one is like Cyrus more than Jack 

Welch. GE under Welch bought 
over 300 businesses and product 
lines and sold more than 200 
others. 
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The Last Lost Days 

• At the end of his life Cyrus lost his sense 
of direction. He became less cautious with 
his moves till he was killed by the 
‘Massagetae’. 
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Losing Sense  
Bill Paley created CBS which dominated television 
network. He thought his success and management 
skills will apply to other fields. He was wrong. In 
1973 he sold the Yankees for $10 Million with a 
loss of $3.2 Million. Now the Yankees is worth 
more than a Billion USD. ($ 1.7 Billion as of March 
2011, Forbes) 
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Losing Sense  
Leaders who think they are doing everything right 
can fail to achieve success, like what happened to 
Angelo Mozilo, CEO of  Countrywide. After Forty 
years of business, couldn’t stop Countrywide from 
becoming a boiler room for making questionable 
loans. He lost senses. 
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2. Xenophon 

“In life a man must resign himself to expect 
anything and never count on anyone but himself” 
                                                  Xenophon 
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Xenophon 

• Born: No accurate date, range 430 – 354 BC. 
• Son of Gryllus, of the Deme Erchia of Athens, also 

known as Xenophon of Athens. 
• Was a Greek historian, soldier, mercenary, and a 

contemporary and admirer of Socrates.  
• He is known for his writings on the history of his 

own times, the 4th century BC, preserving the 
sayings of Socrates, and descriptions of life in 
Greece and the Persian Empire. 

• The leader of the retreat of 10,000 mercenaries from 
the desert of Persia back home. 
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What makes a Leader? 

 Socrates (Xenophon’s Mentor) defined the 
Leader as:  

 “The man who steps forward in a time of 
need – motivated not by ego or financial 
gain but by a sense of duty to benefit the 
society to which he belongs – then, when 
the task is completed, returns to his 
former life, no wealthier than when he 
began”. 
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Xenophon Leadership 
Style 

• The Value of decisive action when initial 
objectives fail. 

• Turn a bad situation around by working with 
what you have rather than complaining about 
what you lack. 
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Xenophon’s Experience 

• Retreat, done correctly, does not always 
mean failure. 

• Effective communication can transform 
despair into hope and failure into success. 

• Effectively-led and strongly-motivated group 
can accomplish amazing things. 
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Leading in a hostile, unresponsive culture 

Lou Gerstner, CEO of IBM, stepped in when customers 
were insisting that IBM should pay attention to what 
they need. A basic request from customers that IBM 
forgot how to do it.  Under Gerstner’s direction, IBM 
became dynamic and growing company again. He took 
things up while respecting the past of IBM and the team 
working in it.  
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Breaking traditional ways is not always 
the right way 

 Carly Fiorina changed the traditional way in 
HP, but ended up dealing with her 
executives in a brusque manner. Her lack of 
tactfulness alienated many allies she might 
have had, the board of directors ousted her in 
2005. 
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A Turnaround Situation 
 Finbarr O’Neill stepped forward at the head of 

Hyundai Motor America when it had lost its 
direction and was surrounded by larger competitors 
threatening to devour it. He was confident, 
articulate, and modest. He listened to his people 
about what needed to be done, then devised a plan 
and followed it. 
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Managing in the Opposite Direction 
 Xenophon’s problem was keeping the mercenaries 

focused on the original goal, going back home. 

 Robert Nardelli acted like the 
mercenaries, he managed 
Home Depot in the exact 
opposite direction that his 
business needed. He focused 
on the overall sales of all 
stores and not the comparative 
performance of each store. 
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Understanding The Corporate Culture and 
Communicating are Keys to Success 

 Michael Volkema the CEO of furniture maker Herman 
Miller addressed his executives and workers that bad 
days are coming along. He realized the innovation and 
investment in research and development is the way out 
of his crises. Communicating his plan and 
understanding his own business environment made 
him reach success. 
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Tap on Your Inner Resources 

 Gary Anderson of Dow Corning established a Young 

Leaders Program to solve his problems. “We at the top 
knew where we wanted to go and some of the 
challenges we faced, but we had them help us develop 
the strategy to get there”. 

 Xenophon filled the positions of the murdered senior 
officers by promoting from within to provide the 
infrastructure the army lacked. 
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Strength and Limitations 
 Like Xenophon, Judy George, former CEO of 

national furniture retailer DOMAIN Inc., recognized 
the correlation between Strength and Limitations. “I 
learned that my greatest strength - the ability to 
motivate, build a brand, and sell my ideas - was also 
my greatest weakness. I flipped things around and 
hired people who would not be enamored with my 
style or were even turned off by it”. 
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3.Alexander the Great 

“I set no limits to what a man of ability can accomplish” 
                                                                        Alexander 
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Alexander The Great 

• Born: July 356 BC. 

• Died: June 323 BC. 

• Was a king of Macedon (or Macedonia), a state in 
the north eastern region of Greece. 

• By the age of thirty he was the creator of one of the 
largest empires in ancient history, stretching from 
the Ionian sea (an arm of the Mediterranean sea 
between south Italy and Greece) to the Himalaya. 
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Alexander Leadership 
Style 

• Ability, focus, and determination in a leader 
could inspire others to accomplish anything he 
sets his mind to. 

• He was intensely involved in operations at 
every level. He believed in leadership-by- 
example. 

• Never asking more from those he led than he 
himself was willing to give. 
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Alexander’s Destruction 
Material 

• Out-of-control behavior. 

• Arrogance. 

• Lack of self-discipline. 

• Ego-driven attitude. 
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Leaders Convergence 
 Linda Wachner, like Alexander, proved she could 

put together an empire but couldn’t make it last. 

 Through acquisitions and strong marketing, she 
quadrupled the company’s size. But her intense 
hunger for money, combined with an abrasive and 
abusive style of Management-By-Ego, resulted in 
her undoing. 
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Remember: It’s all about the investors 
not about the CEO 

Dennis Kozlowski, the former CEO of 
Tyco, expanded the empire from 1993 
till 2001 by a total acquisitions of $64 
Billion.  

Flushed with success, he started diverting corporate funds to 
pay for his extravagant lifestyle including everything from 
elegant homes and large yachts to expensive art. Driven by 
arrogance, he plundered Tyco to siphon off cash for himself. As 
a result he is serving 25 years in prison eligible to be eight years 
if he shows good behavior! 
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Expanding Empires without Managing 
them, The Leader’s Pitfall  

Intense ambition and boundless energy are the characteristics 
that make leaders successful and effective, but might as well 
cause their ruin.  Steve Ross and Gerald Levin of Time Warner 
are a typical example. Ross started the expansion and Levin 
continued his path. No one of them spent the time needed to 
manage the new empire. By the end of Levin era, Time Warner 
became a lumbering, inefficient giant. 

Levin Ross 
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Irresponsible Giants Fall Down:  
Mass Destruction 

No Comment!!! 
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Large Ego Will Blind You 

Jean-Marie Messier started with CGE (later Vivendi) 
with an ambition to make it the dominant player 
worldwide in environmental services, media and 
communications. In 1998 he changed the name to 
Vivendi and started a journey of expansion and empire 
building. His pitfall was that his ego blinded him from 
creating the proper infrastructure to tie this empire.   
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Who Learned the Lessons of Alexander? 

Ray Kroc, the creator of McDonald’s, 
Did.  

When asked why he did not expand into 
new ventures, he replied that his company 
would stick with what it knows best till 
every restroom in his numerous 
restaurants is sparkling clean. He was not 
drifted by personal glory.  
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4. Hannibal of Carthage: 
Innovation 
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Hannibal of Carthage: Radical Methods 
Doing what others didn’t dare to do 
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Hannibal 
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• Son of Hamilcar Barca. 
• Born: 248 BC. 
• Died: 183 or 182 BC. 
• Was a Carthaginian military commander and tactician who  
   is popularly credited as one of the most talented  
   commanders in history. 
• He marched an army, which included war elephants, from 
  Iberia (Southwest Europe including Spain, Portugal,  
  Gibraltar.) over the Pyrenees (Southwest Europe, natural 
  border between France and Spain) and the Alps into  
  northern Italy. 
 



Hannibal’s Leadership: 

• Innovation. 

 

• Radical Methods. 

 

• Ability, discipline, 
motivation, dash of 
self-interest will 
inspire your people 
and make them do 
anything for you. 
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Leadership by Innovation 

Sergey Brin and Larry Page 
Search engine made of one million cheap 
computers called servers networked together like 
the cells of the brain to form the world’s most 
powerful supercomputer. If any one breaks down, 
simply replace it, it’s so cheap. 
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Radical Methods Pay 

A.P. Giannini, the man who created 
Bank of America was the first to 
change banking methods by 
extending loans to immigrants by 
establishing his own bank in 1904, 
Bank of Italy. 
 
 
When devastating earthquake shook 
San Francisco in 1906, he realized 
that the heat from the fire will 
prevent banks from opening their 
vaults, he took his money out and 
was the only one able to bank for 
weeks. 
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Lead by Example 
• Walt Disney worked harder and longer working 

hours than any one in his company. 

• When he lost interest in cartoons, he started 
thinking what will bring him back to passion? It 
was Disneyland that defined passion to him and 
how Americans vacationed. 
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Hannibal Leadership Style: 
 Simple and Risky Moves 

 Hannibal relied on three primary 
leadership strategies: He responded to 
attacks with brilliant counterattacks 
and paid attention to details. 

 Michael Dell was bold, simple, and 
risky in his attack. He cut out retailers 
and wholesalers and dealt directly 
with customers. It gave him the 
advantage he needed to succeed. 
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Hannibal Leadership Style: 
 Stickler for details 

 Anne Mulcahy of Xerox followed the steps of 
Hannibal in paying attention for details. By 
applying the principles of Six Sigma she was 
able to redirect Xerox to the right track. 
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5. Julius Caesar 

 “When the gods wish to take vengeance on a man for his 
crimes they usually grant him considerable success and a 
period of impunity, so that when his fortune is reversed he will 
feel it all the more bitterly” 

                                                                                       Julius Caesar 
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Julius Caesar 

• Born: July 100 BC. 

• Died: March 44 BC. 

• Was a Roman general and statesman.  

• He played a critical role in the gradual 
transformation of the Roman Republic into the 
Roman Empire. 

• The assassination of Julius Caesar was the result 
of a strange conspiracy by forty or so Roman 
senators, he died from 23 stabs.  
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Ambition and Leadership 
What is the right Dose? 

 Successful ambition seems to be a 
health mix of energy and 
determination, well-defined goals, 
and an ethical framework to keep 
within honest parameters. The case 
of Steve Jobs of Apple. 

 On the other side, some people seem 
to be content enough to accept what 
they have and walk away. Like 
Steve Wozniak of Apple, in 1985 he 
took his share of profit and walked 
away. 
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Over Dose of Ambition 

 Edwared Finkelstein did a great job after presiding  
over Macy’s bankruptcy in 1992. He didn’t know 
when to stop. After elevating the company, he messed 
things up by pushing Macy’s private labels with high 
prices, an act that pushed customers away. He kept 
acting driven with the wrong dose of ambition till 
Macy’s filed for bankruptcy in 1992. 
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Price of the wrong dose 
 The late William Zeckendorf (1905 -1976) 

could be termed the Julius Caesar of 
American real estate because he fell into 
the trap of wrong ambition. His ambition 
and overconfidence resulted in overreach, 
which trumped sound business judgment 
and brought about his fall. 

 Thinking he would go on forever 
at the top of the real estate heap, 
he overextended himself 
financially. His ideas are bold 
and imaginative, but his appetite 
exceeded his balance sheet’s 
ability to support what he 
wanted to do. 
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A Leader’s Ambition is Not Always 
Valued in the Market  

 Robinson had tried to create a global 
financial supermarket. But financial 
products and services are in no way 
similar to that. Just because you get an 
American Express card doesn’t mean 
you might be interested in American 
Express’s investment banking services. 

 In 1977, James Robinson III took over 
as CEO of American Express. He was 
driven to make American Express the 
world’s premier financial institution. 
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Crossing the Rubicon 
 Caesar act of Crossing the Rubicon became a cliché for taking a bold 

and risky course of action from which there is no turning back. 

 The long History of AT&T is an example: 

 Theodore Vail is the man who invented AT&T. His 
Rubicon was the belief that America could achieve the 
best and most widespread telephone service in the 
world through the creation of what in effect would be 
a government-sanctioned monopoly. 
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Stability and Moderation 
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6. Augustus 
 



Augustus 

• Born: September 63 BC.  
• Died:  August 14 AD. 
• Considered the first emperor of the Roman Empire, which he 

ruled alone from 27 BC until his death in AD 14. 
• Born Gaius Octavius Thurinus, he was adopted 

posthumously by his great-uncle Gaius Julius Caesar. In 27 
BC the Senate awarded him the honorific Augustus ("the 
revered one"), and thus consequently he was Gaius Julius 
Caesar Augustus. 

• Augustus enlarged the empire dramatically, annexing Egypt, 
Dalmatia (Croatia), Pannonia (western half of Hungary), and 
Raetia (eastern and central Switzerland), expanded 
possessions in Africa, and completed the conquest of 
Hispania (Spain or Iberian Peninsula). 
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Augustus Leadership Style: 

• Had a vision. 

• Knew how to inspire. 

• Possessed enormous 
energy. 

• Never lost his appetite 
for managing detail. 

• Had a managerial 
rarity, never let success 
wrap judgment or 
control behavior. 

• Had a practical sense 
of limits. 
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GM and Sloan 

• He introduced the customer 
choosing the color of the car. 

 

• He introduced the annual model 
change. 

 

• He introduced buying a car with 
installments. 
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Sloan changed the meaning of a car: 

 



Sloan of GM 

 Under Alfred Sloan, 
the leadership at GM, 
from the factory floor 
to the corporate board 
room, was able to 
innovate, improve, 
and make decisions in 
an informed and 
efficient manner. 
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“Auctoritas” 
The power to get things done without lifting 

a hand 

  No one in our days had ‘Auctoritas’ like Alan 
Greenspan, till he discovered that he estimated 
things wrongly. Something a leader might fall 
into its trap. 
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Lessons (To Be) Learnt: 
• Character is the indispensable foundation upon 

which good leadership is built. 

 

• The willingness to consider other’s opinions and 
points-of-view shows strength and confidence, not 
weakness in a leader. 

 

• It is a fatal mistake to believe that the success of 
the business is based solely on the skills and 
charisma of just one individual and then rely on 
that person exclusively to get the job done. 
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Lessons (to Be) Learnt: 

• Gaining acquisitions can be fairly easy, but 
integrating them is quite another matter. 

 

• Arrogance can undermine the  best achievements 
of the most brilliant leaders if they lack self-
control and discipline. 

 

• There are relatively few people seem capable of 
managing lofty levels of success while 
maintaining a sane perspective. 
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Lessons (To Be) Learnt: 
 
 Leadership Traits & Their Soul Mates: 

• Ambition & Modesty 

• Expansion & Integration 

• Vision & Reality 

• Growth & Sustainability 

• Self-confidence &  Listening to others 

• Outreaching & Taping inner resources  
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Lessons (To Be) Learnt: 
• Respect for diversity 

• “The road less travelled” 

• Holding on to the end. 

• Flexibility: strategies and tactics. 

• Know when to let go. 

• Leadership-by- example. 

• “Carrying own weather within” 

• Effective communication can not be emphasized 
enough. 

 

 



 

This presentation was mostly based on the book 

 

 “Power, Ambition , Glory”  

 

by Steve Forbes and John Prevas 

 

Publication of ‘Three Rivers Press’ , 2009 
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Thank You 
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